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Abstract

In this paper we present the intelligent adaptive
self-learning and self-organizing system for malicious
code detection based on integration of two artificial
methods: Artificial Immune Systems and Artificial
Neural Networks. The basic principles of the
artificial immune system allow to create an intelligent
adaptive system. While using of the neural networks
gives to detectors an opportunity to learn and
generalize the results that allows to create the robust
immune detectors. Due to applied methods the
system is able to adapt to the continually changeable
computer environment and detect not only known
but unknown malicious code.
1. Introduction

Modern society faces the problem of information
security from malicious software. And if already
known malware is not so dangerous for the
computer users, because the signature analysis
method of malware detection successfully cope with
such problems, the unknown malicious software may
cause a serious security threat. Antivirus experts
should detect the unknown malware, investigate it
and give the solution for the computer users to
secure protection from this malicious code. Though,
the computer may be infected with this malware
before it has been detected by the antivirus industry.
The traditional proactive methods of unknown
malware detection based on heuristic analysis don’t
provide with proper level of computer system
defense. The best modern antivirus software obtains
90% of malicious code detection by the methods of
reactive defense (already known malware detection)
and 70% of malicious code detection by the methods
of proactive defense (unknown malware detection).
Figure 1 shows the levels of reactive and proactive
detection) [1].
The test results confirm an existence of malicious
code detection problem, and this problem is very
urgent. Recently various techniques of anomaly
detection and unknown malware detection have
been developed [2], [3], [4], [5]. Artificial immune
systems (AIS) take the particular place among the

Fig. 1. Reactive and proactive detection of different
antiviruses.

Unfortunately, many researchers used AIS only as
a metaphor. Different researchers either implement
only parts of AIS mechanisms or don’t use them at
all that reduce adaptability, self organization and selflearning capability of such system [8], [9], [10], [4].
Also, a lot of scientific works don’t focus on solving
the problem of malicious code detection on the
whole but only on the part of this problem such as
viruses (infectors) or worms detection [9], [11], [12].
In this work we represent the new intelligent selfadaptive system as integration of the Artificial
Immune Systems and the Artificial Neural Networks
for malicious code detection. Such system is
functioning according to basic principles of the
artificial immune system [6], [7] where immune
detectors have neuronet architecture and detect
malicious pattern by analyzing the structure of the
executable code. The basic principles of the artificial
immune system such as detectors generation,
learning, selection, cloning, mutation, lifetime, and
immune memory allow to create an intelligent
adaptive system. While using of the neural networks
gives the detectors an opportunity to learn and
summarize the results that allows to create the
robust immune detectors and to increase the level of
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unknown malicious code detection. Due to applied
methods the system is able to adapt to the
continually changeable computer environment and
detect not only known but unknown, novel malware.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 gives
the description of the neural structure of immune
detectors. Section 3 presents the learning mechanism
for neural immune detectors. In Section 4 the
algorithm of function of detectors is given. Section 5
contains description of Neural Artificial Immune
System for malicious code detection. In Section 6 the
results of experiments is discussed. Finally Section 7
concludes this paper.

corresponds with one’s own neuron. The number of
neurons equals to m and
m = p + r,

(1)

where p – the number of the first neurons which
corresponding to legitimate files;
r – the number of last neurons, their activity
characterizes the class of malicious files.
1
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2. The structure of neural network
immune detector

The choice of the structure of immune detectors
directly influences to classification quality of
unknown patterns and malware detection. The
immune detectors can have vectorial structure where
each detector can represent the binary vector [13] or
ASCII vector of definite length. But such structure
of the detector is not efficient because it imposes
restrictions on detector’s functioning. These
restrictions appear in considerable time and
computational complexity, and insufficient ability of
detection of various malware. For removing these
disadvantages we propose the neural structure of
immune detectors.
The AIS is characterized by continuous evolution
of immune detectors which getting through several
stages during lifecycle. Just now generated neural
immune detectors (NID) are incapable of correct
classification of legitimate and malicious code and
require the learning process. The complexity of
learning process is in direct proportion with the size
of learning sample. Therefore we should choose
such type of artificial neural networks that
characterized by minimal size of learning sample. As
a basis of the NID we chosen conterpropagation
neural network [14]. In contrast to another types of
neural networks such as multi-layer perceptron and
multi-recurrent neural networks, conterpropagation
neural network is characterized by minimal size of
learning sample [14].
Figure 2 shows the structure of NID which
consists of three layers of neurons and arbiter.
The first layer of neurons is input layer and
distributes the input signals to the neurons of hidden
layer. The number of neurons of input layers is equal
to size of sliding window n (NID scan files by a
sliding window method).
The second layer contains Kohonen neurons [15]
which using the competitive learning rule [14] and
functioning by “winner-takes-all” (WTA) scheme
[14]. Kohonen layer performs clusterization of the
input patterns. As a result different patterns are
formed into the number clusters where each cluster
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Fig. 2. The structure of the neural network immune
detector.

The ratio of p to r should be multiple of 4 to 1
(for example p = 8, r = 2)
p 4
 .
r 1

(2)

This ratio related to the algorithm of forming of
learning sample (Section 3), had been received
experimentally and showed best results.
The third layer consist of two linear neurons
which using linear activation function [14]. The
activity of the first neuron is characterizes the
“clear”, legitimate pattern while activation of the
second neuron points to malicious pattern. In
general case equation 3 describes the output value of
j-th neuron of third layer.
m

Y j   ij  Yi ,
i 1

(3)

where ωij – weighting coefficient between i-th
neuron of Kohonen layer and j-th neuron of linear
layer;
m - the number of neurons of Kohonen layer.
If the winning neuron of Kohonen layer has
number k then the output value of j-th neuron is
equal:
Y j   kj  Yk .

(4)

Eventually, for the correct mapping of input
patterns into two classes the matrix of weights of
third layer should form as follows:
1, if k  1,.. p, and j  1, or k  p  1,..r and j  2
0, if k  1,.. p and j  2, or k  p  1,..r and j  1

 kj  

2

(5)

For example, if p = 8 and r = 2 then the matrix of
weights looks like that
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The arbiter performs the procedure of making of
final decision about the class (legitimate or
malicious) of the under-test file. The output values
of detector are forms after analysis of all windows of
the under-test file and describes by equation 7.
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Fig. 3. Learning of the neural network.

The goal of the learning of NID is minimizations
of the mean-squared error correspondence of input
and output vectors. The mean-squared error of i-th
NID is described by equation 8.

(7)

3. The learning process of detectors

Ei 

Each new generated NID should get through the
maturation phase. The maturation phase consists in
the processes of learning and selection.
By the learning process of the NID we use the
learning sample which consists of malicious and
legitimate files. Legitimate pattern takes 80% of
whole sample, while 20% of learning sample goes to
malware pattern. This ratio 4/1 affects to the
proportion of “self” and “nonself” neurons in
Kohonen layer. Various utilities of operation system
form the legitimate part of the learning sample and
malware (viruses, Trojans, worms, etc.) or their
signatures form the malicious part of learning
sample.
The learning process of the one NID contains
the following sequence of operations:
1. Four legitimate files and one malicious file
are randomly chosen from whole learning set.
2. A fragments (vectors) of n size (n = size of
sliding window or number of neurons of the
distribution layer) are randomly chosen from the
selected files and form the learning sample for the
one NID of L size, where L = 5·A.
3. The learning of the NID. The neurons of
Kohonen layer are learned by competitive learning
rule [14]. In this case the weights of winning neuron
are modified when the correct classification of the
input pattern occurs, i.e. the input pattern
corresponds with given set of neurons in Kohonen
layer. In Kohonen layer p neurons correspond to
legitimate patterns and r neurons correspond to
malicious patterns. The correct classification occurs
when by inputting of legitimate learning pattern the
winning neuron is one from p. Similarly, the correct
classification occurs when by inputting of malicious
learning pattern the winning neuron is one from r.
Diverse variants characterizes incorrect classification.
Figure 3 shows the training mechanism of NID.

1 L 2
( Z ijk  lijk ) 2 ,


2 k 1 j 1

(8)

where L – size of learning sample;
Zijk – value of j-th output of i-th neuron;
lijk – etalons value of i-th NID.
Figure 4 shows the change of value of mean-squared
error during the learning process.

Fig. 4. The behavior of mean-squared error of NID during
learning process. In the first case, value of error reached performance
and NID learned successfully. In second case, errors never reached
performance, and such NID is “unsuitable”.
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In selection phase NID checks the test sample
which composed of different legitimate files. If the
NID reacts to any test legitimate file i.e. classifies it
as malicious then such NID considered as
“unsuitable” and should be removed. Only those
NID survive which don’t generate misoperations.
Such detectors are admitted to detection process and
are used for computer system defense. Thus, the
selection phase performs a significant function of
eliminations of unsuitable detectors to minimization
of self negative errors.

3. The belonging probability of under-test file to
legitimate or malicious class is calculates

Y1
 100%,
L
Y
PF  1  PT  2  100%,
L

PT 

where PT – the probability of legitimate file;
PF – the probability of malware.
4. On the grounds of calculated probabilities
the decision of belonging of under-test file to one of
the two classes is accept correspond to next equation

4. The file scanning process

Learned and selected NIDs scan the file memory
and perform the function of malicious code
detection. It should be noted that every NID is the
independent autonomous agent which chose the
target files for scanning by oneself.
Process of file scanning is implements by sliding
window method. The size of window can be varying
between 128 and 512. These values are taken from
the traditional method of malware detection based
on signature implementation where similar sizes of
signatures guaranties exactly malicious code
detection. The NID checks the file and makes
decision about maliciousness of the code.
NID functioning algorithm can be described as
set of the next steps:
1. Initial values of neurons in third layer are
settled to
Y1 (k  1)  0,
Y2 ( k  1)  0.

(13)

1,
Z1  
0,
1,
Z2  
0,

if PT  80%
otherwise.

(14)

if PF  20%
otherwise.

This value of the threshold is conditioned by the
specific of the learning sample forming and shows
the best results. Thus output values of the arbiter can
be represents in a tabular form (table 1).
Tab.1.
The arbiter output values space

Z1
1
0
0

Z2
0
1
0

Class
Clear
Malicious
Undefined

5. If Z1 = 0 and Z2 = 0 then another NID for
scans of this file is assign.

(9)

2. Input patterns k (k = 1,L , where L – the set
of pattern from scanning file) from under-test file
are given sequentially by the sliding window and the
following values are calculates:
a. calculate the Euclidean distance between
input pattern and weights of Kohonen layer neurons

Let’s consider the process of function of
“mature” NID where two files write.exe and
Virus.Win32.VB.d are scanning. The NID has
following architecture: n = 256, m = 10, b = 2, where
n – the number of input neurons; m – the number of
Kohonen neurons; b – the number of output
neurons. Training sample for NID contains four
(10) legitimate file – forcedos.exe, rspndr.exe, share.exe, lpq.exe
Di  X  i  ( X 1  1i ) 2  ...  ( X c  ci ) 2 ,
and one malicious file – Net-Worm.Win32.Bozori.k.
where ωci – weights coefficient between c-th neuron For checking of write.exe the NID should forms the
of distributive (first) layer and i-th neuron of Kohonen next quantity of windows

layer;
b.

L = S – n + 1 = 2402 – 256 + 1 = 2147,
where S – file size;
n – window size.

find winning neuron with index k
Dk  min D j ;
j

(11)

As a result the NID classified 1084 fragments to
legitimate class and 343 fragments to malicious class
and probabilities of legitimate and malicious is

c. values of neurons in third layer (by equation 4);
d. number of legitimate and malicious fragments
of under-test file
Y1 ( k )  Y1 ( k  1)  Y1k ,
Y2 ( k )  Y2 ( k  1)  Y2k .

(15)

(12)
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1804
Y1
 100% 
 100%  84%,
2147
L
343
Y
 100%  16%.
PF  1  PT  2  100% 
2147
L

The block of generation of NID generates
immature NID. The quantity of active (these NID
which live in system and scan file space considered
as active) NID influence to productivity of computer
system. If the number of NID is large than a lot of
system resources such as processor power, RAM
memory space, etc. will be shared between NID that
adversely affect system performance. The small
quantity of NID does not cover the space of
malicious code and defense level will be decreased.
The process of NID generation works until its
quantity reached desired value. As soon as desired
quantity is reached the block of generation
discontinues produce detectors. When the number
of NID is come to insufficient value its lifetime is
ends the block resume their function.
The learning block performs the function of
detectors learning. By conditional representation
immature detectors are input to learning block and
mature detectors are output from. The learning
process of NID is described in Section 3 of this
paper.
The block of NID selection performs the task of
unsuitable detectors elimination. Unsuitable detector
is detector which generates false alarm. The
correctness of classification of every learned NID is
check on test file set consists of various utilities of
operation system. NID scans all presented files and
if classifies any file like malicious then is considered
an unsuitable and will be eliminated. As a result only
those detectors survive that correctly classifying test
set. The selection phase allows removing false alarm
and increasing defense level. The experiments show
that only 15% of whole amount of NID are survive
during selection phase.
The set of NID, each represent the independent
autonomous agent, forms multi-agent system for
malicious code detection. The large quantity of NID
covers the whole space of possible malware and
provided a safe protection against malicious code. It
should be noted that every NID has so-called
lifetime. It is a time interval that limits the function
of NID in computer system. If the lifetime of NID
is ends and NID do not made detection then such
detector is replaced by new and removed. This
mechanism allows to AIS save from “weak”
detectors and provide the inflow of new, possibly
more fitness’s NID’s. If NID makes the detection,
then its lifetime is increase and it participates in the
cloning mechanism.
If the malware intrudes into the computer system
it can infects large number of executed files (by this
algorithm works vast majority of viruses). The
cloning mechanism is come into operation when any
of the set of NID detects malicious code. Cloning
process produces a large quantity of detectors which
are copies of NID that make alarm. These clones
scanning file system, detecting intruded malware and

PT 

(16)

Then the arbiter makes a decision about
maliciousness of the file:
Z 1 = 1, since P T > 80%,
(17)

Z 2 = 0, since P F < 20%.

Write.exe is thereby legitimate.
In case of Virus.Win32.VB.d the number of
windows is equal to
L=S – n + 1=33330 – 256 + 1 = 33075, (18)
In the result the NID classified 21499 fragments
to legitimate class and 11576 fragments to malicious
class and probabilities of legitimate and malicious is
21499
Y1
 100% 
 100%  65%,
33075
L
11576
Y
 100%  35%.
PF  1  PT  2  100% 
33075
L
PT 

(19)

Then the arbiter makes a decision about
maliciousness of the file:
Z 1 = 0, since P T < 80%,

(20)
Z 2 = 1, since P F > 20%.
Virus.Win32.VB.d is thereby malicious.
Examined example shows that the developed
algorithms of learning, selection and function of the
NID allow to AIS detect new malicious code.
5. System description

The neural artificial immune system consists of
several blocks each performs important role in whole
AIS functioning (figure 5).
NID generation
NID

File list

NID learning
File list
Test sample

Learning sample

Learned NID
Set of single-type NID
NID selection
Mature NID
Malicious cod
detection

NID

NID cloning and
mutation

Data
Under-test file

Immune memory
creation

Fig. 5. System architecture.
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destroying it. As the malware was eliminated the
number of clones was decreased because of lifetime
mechanism. During time the total amount of active
detectors that function in computer system will
convergence to normal. The cloning mechanism
needs not only for quick elimination of intruded
malware. It allow to AIS explores the detected
malware and if malware is novel - adapt to new
threat. AIS adapt to new malware owing to
mechanism of mutation of NID. The mutation of
NID consists in additional learning when detected
malicious code is includes into learning sample.
Thus, every new clone learns on malware which was
detected in computer system, as a result the ability of
detection of new active malware is increase. Thanks
to cloning and mutation mechanisms AIS continues
evolution that allow it adapt to threat change and
provide all-time high defense level without
interference from experts.
Immune memory keeps information about
previous infection of computer system and performs
the function of system defense against repeated
infection. As many malware are the reason for viral
epidemic and infect computer systems repeatedly
AIS should keep NID that detected any malicious
code. For this purpose not all clones that will be
produced owing cloning and mutation mechanisms
“died” because of lifetime. From all clones the bests
are select and transform to detectors of immune
memory. Clones selected by the value of meansquared error which characterizes the fitness of the
NID of malicious code detection. In contrast to
“usual” NID’s the immune memory detectors have
increasing period of lifetime. As NID’s scan file
system detectors of immune memory select and
classify files.

Trojan.Ladder.a
Trojan.Small.da
Trojan.Small.dde
Trojan.Small.dg
Trojan.Agent.y
Trojan.Daemon.a
Trojan.Lager.d
Trojan.Mitglied.o
Trojan.Small.a
Trojan.Antigen.a
Trojan.Fantast.3
Trojan.Hooker.2
Trojan.LdPinch.f
Virus.Bee
Virus.Hidrag.d
Virus.Neshta.a
Virus.VB.d

win32/trojan
win32/trojan
win32/trojan
win32/trojan
legitimate
legitimate
win32/trojan
win32/trojan
win32/trojan
legitimate
legitimate
legitimate
win32/psw
win32/virus
win32/virus
win32/virus
win32/virus

trojan
trojan
trojan
trojan
legitimate
trojan
trojan
trojan
trojan
legitimate
legitimate
legitimate
trojan
virus
virus
virus
virus

malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
legitimate
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious

This test presents the ability of conventional
methods for the malware detection that use various
anti-viruses to detect novel malicious code.
Therefore, in our tests all used anti-viruses were with
outdated signature bases and most of the presented
malware were novel, “unknown” as well as for
NAIS. The presented malware cover various classes
such as viruses, Trojans, worms etc.
Let’s analyze the results. Different anti-viruses
showed poor results: 75% of detection from
Kaspersky antivirus, 67% of detection from NOD32
and 53% from Dr.Web. Of course, small size of test
sample cannot give exact results. However if we
address to figure 1 then we can see similar results.
Thus, NAIS provide the best results in the task of a
novel malicious code detection. No doubt, and we
are sure that the increasing of number of malware
lead up to decreasing of rate of the malware
detection by NAIS. But obtained results permit us to
conclude that NAIS provides a better defense
against a novel malicious code.
7. Conclusion

The developed and proposed model for malware
detection based on integrations of artificial neural
networks and artificial immune systems methods is
really intelligent adaptive self-learning and selforganizing system which allows to detect the novel
malicious code. NAIS is characterizing by
contiguous evolution of neural immune detectors
that allow system to learn over the time and adapt to
new malicious threats. Thanks to neural architecture
every immune detector able to detect several various
malware both already known and novel. During
lifetime detectors are going through several stages.
The learning stage allows them to separate malicious
code from legitimate. During the selection stage
unsuitable detectors are eliminated that brings to
decreasing of level of false alarm. Via cloning and
mutation mechanisms detectors adapt to novel
malicious code. Immune memory defends the system
against viral epidemics and repeated infections.
Although the developed system is in need of
additional closer testing, the received results show
the efficiency of system. We hope that the applying

6. Experimental results

We performed series of experiments for testing
of NAIS and to compare the results of malicious
code detection with known anti-viruses software.
Table 2 shows these results.
Tab. 2.
The results of malware detection
Kaspersk
Malware
Eset NOD32
Dr.Web
anti-virus
Worm.Brontok.q
worm
win32/bronto
worm
Worm.NetSky.q
worm
win32/netsky
worm
Worm.Rays
worm
legitimate
legitimate
Worm.Zafi.d
legitimate
newheur_pe
legitimate
Worm.Zafi.f
legitimate
newheur_pe
legitimate
Worm.Bozori.a
legitimate
win32/bozori
legitimate
Worm.Bozori.k
legitimate
win32/bozori
legitimate
Worm.Lovesan.a
worm
win32/lovesan
worm
Worm.Maslan.a
worm
win32/maslan
worm
Worm.Mytob.a
legitimate
win32/mytob
legitimate
Worm.Sasser.a
worm
legitimate
legitimate
Packed.Tibs
legitimate
legitimate
legitimate
Trojan.Dialer.eb
trojan
legitimate
legitimate
Trojan.Small.kj
trojan
legitimate
legitimate
Trojan.Psyme.y
legitimate
legitimate
legitimate
Trojan.Adload.a
trojan
legitimate
legitimate
Trojan.Bagle.f
legitimate
win32/bagle
legitimate
Trojan.INS.bl
trojan
win32/trojan
trojan
Trojan.INS.gi
trojan
win32/trojan
trojan

trojan
trojan
trojan
trojan
trojan
trojan
trojan
trojan
trojan
trojan
legitimate
trojan
trojan
virus
virus
virus
virus

NAIS 500
NID
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
malicious
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of NAIS brings to the increasing of defense level of
computer systems against malicious code.
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